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Summary 

Direct targeting of families for children's road safety education has been a very limited 

strategy. CreativiTek was awarded a grant from the ACT Government to use emerging 

Augmented Reality (AR) technology to engage parents in children’s road safety education 

and provide gamified learning experiences for ACT children. Augmented reality effects are a 

huge trend in social media. We developed seven social media AR effects and one AR 

colouring page to educate children aged 5-9 about six road safety subjects in a fun and 

innovative way. Social media advertisement videos were used to attract parents' attention and 

to encourage them to try educational augmented reality effects with their children. The AR 

colouring page was used to run colouring competitions, educate children using 3D animation, 

and expand the reach of the project. We promoted augmented reality learning experiences on 

Facebook and distributed the colouring page in different ways). AR Facebook ads reached 

200,351 people and got 719,296 impressions and 3,218 clicks. The campaigns were far-

reaching. The augmented reality colouring page was scanned 756 times. A total number of 

ten parents who completed the evaluation form on the project’s website were interviewed to 

explore their experiences further. All of the interviewees supported the use of gamified AR 

experiences for educating children about road safety. They reported that some of the 

experiences taught children new things about road safety and some reinforced what they 

already knew, depending on the child’s age and level of road safety knowledge. Some of the 

interviewees expressed their interest in using these types of fun learning experiences to 

educate their children about other subjects in road safety or even other important subjects. 

Some research participants said that the learning experiences stimulated conversation 

between children and parents about safe road behaviours, and opened up the opportunity for 

their children to ask questions from them.  

 

1. Background 

Children are some of our most vulnerable road users, and their unpredictability exposes them 

to high risk around traffic. Parents are the key providers of road safety education for young 

children. However, whilst parents and family members are most likely to have primary 

responsibility for teaching and modelling road safety behaviour, most resources that target 

young children are channelled through child-oriented programs and resources for schools, 

early childhood services, health services and community organisations. Direct targeting of 

families has been a very limited strategy. 

There is evidence in the research that parents have been willing to take part in children’s road 

safety education. However, recruiting parents for children's road safety education is a 

challenge. In Australia, we now have over 18 million social media users, and social media 

opens up amazing opportunities for awareness raising and education for the public.  
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In this project, we used social media augmented reality to engage parents in children's road 

safety education. Augmented reality is when virtual (digital) content is overlaid into a real-

world environment to create an overall experience that blends virtual with physical.  

Augmented reality effects are a huge trend in social media. They are easily accessible to 

mobile users who have a Facebook or Instagram account and allow businesses and 

government agencies to spread their message in a fun and unique way. There is a range of 

augmented reality effects (e.g., mini-games, face masks, virtual environments) that engage 

mobile users in different ways. 

    

2. Process 

2.1. Development 

We developed seven augmented reality experiences to educate children aged 5-9 about six 

main road safety subjects below. Different types of augmented reality experiences and game 

elements (for example, rewards, self-representation with avatars, time pressure, 3D 

environments, and narrative context) were used to develop the learning experiences. Some 

messages were repeated in different ways in different learning experiences.  

- Traffic lights  

- The safe place to cross the road  

- The safest place to sit in the car  

- Use “stop, look, listen and think” when near or crossing roads  

- Treat the driveway like a road, not a play area  

- Always hold hands when crossing the road 

  

We worked with Kidsafe ACT and the ACT Road Safety team to design immersive AR 

learning experiences and collaborated with talented AR developers from around the world to 

develop them. Some children and parents were engaged in the development process to make 

sure the experiences are both fun and educational for children. Details of the augmented 

reality learning experiences have been provided below. 

 

Always hold hands when crossing the road 

Type of AR effect: AR face effect 

Storyboard: Kids see their faces in an animation where they hold the hands of an adult person 

while walking alongside a road. They hear a song about the importance of holding hands 
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when near or crossing roads. When they turn their heads to the left, they no longer hold hands 

and they see the environment gets a bit reddish but if they turn their heads to the right again, 

they see themselves holding the hands of the adult person and everything gets back to normal. 

 

A virtual city (all road safety subjects) 

Type of AR effect: AR Portal 

Storyboard: Mobile users walk inside a 3D city (AR portal) where they can see vehicles, 

zebra crossing, traffic lights, and educational signs. The experience begins with a narrator 

talking about the experience. The narrator asks them to read the signs on the walls and trucks 

to keep themselves safe on and off the road. To make kids go around and read the signs, the 

narrator encourages them to find beautiful animated characters (like kangaroos) and also a 

hidden song to tap and play. To add gamification to the experience, users can put a photo or 

video of their choice on the tallest building in the virtual city. There are some other 

interesting things to find for curious kids. For example, they can press traffic light buttons to 

safely cross the road.  

 

Treat the driveway like a road, not a play area 

Type of AR effect: World AR 

Storyboard: Mobile users tap to place a virtual house and characters on the floor. They see 

two kids playing in the driveway. They are asked to “tap and hold on the screen” to see what 

happens. When they tap and hold, a car reverses back from the parking and they hear “oh no” 

sound and a text pops up reminding them that a driveway is a small road and they cannot play 

on the driveway.   

 

Stop, look, listen and think 

Type of AR effect: AR face effect 

Storyboard: Mobile users see themselves as a virtual cartoony character at the zebra crossing 

on the mobile screen. They can change the colour of their cloths and even their hairstyle 

(self-representation). Then they tap on the screen to see different parts of the experience 

while there is an educational song about “stop, look, listen and think” playing. Every time 

they tap on the screen, the virtual character does one of the things they have to do before 

crossing roads.   
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Traffic lights 

Type of AR effect: AR face effect/quiz 

Storyboard: The mobile users see themselves on the mobile screen (traffic lights appear on 

their heads) as quiz questions appear. They need to tilt their heads to the left or right to 

choose the right light for each sentence and win points. If they answer all questions correctly, 

they see an explosion of confetti on their screen. If not, they are asked to try again. 

Quiz sentences were as below: 

- You must not start to cross 

- You must stop and wait 

- You can finish crossing 

- You can start to cross 

 

The safest place to sit in the car 

Type of AR effect: World AR/face effect 

Storyboard: Mobile users are asked to place a car on the floor and tap on the car doors to 

choose the best place for kids to sit in the car. If a wrong door is tapped on they will hear a 

failure sound effect and see the text "try again". When they choose the right door, the door 

opens up (colourful confetti falling down), and then they see the text "switch camera to see 

more". When they switch to the front-facing camera, they can see themselves sitting on a 

booster seat with harnesses as level with the top of their shoulders. They are asked to open 

their mouth and if they open their mouth they hear the sound of a car speeding up and they 

feel the same way. 

 

Green light/zebra crossing game 

Type of AR effect: AR game/face effect 

Storyboard: The mobile user needs to tilt their head to the right and left to direct a virtual 

character on a pedestrian pathway and collect doughnuts in a virtual city. Along the way, they 

see the green lights and zebra crossing. The game is designed in a way that children see the 

virtual character crossing roads when the light is green and automatically stops, looks, listens, 

and thinks at zebra crossings. The narrator also talks about the proper way the character is 

crossing roads. The educational part of this game has been designed at the beginning of the 

game and the rest of the game is just a fun activity to win points.  
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Figure 1: Augmented reality experiences on the Kidsafe ACT’s Instagram page 

 

2.2. Promotion and delivery 

We promoted AR Facebook ads from 6 July to 31 August 2022, both weekdays and 

weekends. We took a “test and learn” approach and the results of each campaign were used to 

improve future campaigns. Each campaign included one to four augmented reality 

experiences, and we used campaign budget optimisation to maximise the campaign 

performance. The promotional videos and wording of the Facebook posts were prepared in a 

way that even those parents who did not click to try the AR learning experiences understood 

the message we were trying to get across. Multiple videos were produced with different role 

models and augmented reality effects. 
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Figure 2: Sample Facebook augmented reality ads 

 

We generated QR codes and used them in different ways to expand the reach of the project. 

For example, we developed an augmented reality colouring page and ran a colouring 

competition in the ACT region. We put the QR codes at the back of the colouring page and 

all participants were able to scan QR codes to try the learning experiences. The animation 

that came alive from the colouring page was also an educational animation about road safety. 

We also put the QR codes on banners which were used in different places, for example in 

South.Point Tuggeranong shopping centre. Each banner had a specific theme and concept 

focus.  

 

        

Figure 3: Augmented reality colouring page (front and back) and a sample banner 
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The storyboard of the augmented reality colouring page was as below: 

In the virtual environment that comes alive on the colouring page, there is a child (girl), a 

puppy, a house with a driveway, a ball in the driveway, and a zebra crossing. The girl wants 

to cross the road towards the house from where there is NO crossing line. The puppy appears 

and says: “Stop, it’s not safe to cross here. You should cross where the zebra crossing is”. 

The puppy takes her to where the zebra crossing is. They stop at the zebra crossing and the 

poppy says: “You should stop, look both ways, listen and then cross the road carefully”. 

While the puppy is saying this, a car approaches and stops at the zebra crossing. Then puppy 

and girl look both ways carefully and start crossing the road. They look both ways again 

while crossing. When they are crossing the road, the puppy says: “Don’t cross where cars 

cannot see you or you cannot see them, in places like where the road turns or close to hills”. 

As soon as they get the other side, the girl starts playing with a ball in the driveway. The 

puppy says “Stop, remember that the driveway is like a small road and should not be used as 

a play area”. The child says thanks and bye (while waving bye to the puppy) and goes 

towards the house door.  

We worked with Kidsafe ACT to develop a webpage to introduce the project and provide the 

end users with all the materials including the AR colouring page and QR codes. An 

evaluation form was also developed and used on the webpage to get feedback from users. The 

Facebook ads were designed in a way to encourage the target audience to visit this page, 

learn more about the project, and try all other learning experiences.  

The augmented reality effects are available on the Kidsafe ACT’s Facebook and Instagram 

pages to all people across Australia and around the world. They will remain active for as long 

as we need them. 

 

3. Results 

To analyse the results, we used the figures provided by Meta’s ads Manager, Google’s 

Firebase, and Spark AR Hub. Ten parents who tried AR experiences with their kids 

completed the feedback form on the project’s webpage. We then telephone interviewed them 

to discuss their answers further.  

Meta’s (previously known as Facebook) ads Manager provided us with the figures related to 

our boosted Facebook AR ads. The results showed that AR Facebook ads reached 200,351 

people and got 719,296 impressions and 3,218 clicks. As expected, augmented reality ads 

reached out to a large number parents in a short time frame, and the number of engagements 

(clicks) seems to be acceptable considering the amount of money we spent and the time 

period.  

Google’s Firebase provided us with the figures related to our augmented reality app. The 

augmented reality colouring page was scanned 756 times. This means the educational 

augmented reality animation was seen 756 times by kids in the ACT region.  
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The Spark AR (Meta’s AR development platform) hub analytics provided figures about the 

number of times each learning experience was tried on Facebook or Instagram. When an 

augmented reality experience is available on social media, any Facebook and Instagram users 

around the world can find and try them. The results show that so far (Monday, 21 November) 

the AR learning experiences have been opened 1,221 times by social media users in Australia 

and about 9,879 times by people from around the world. The average time each experience 

was tried was 13 seconds. People took about 956 photos and videos of the gamified learning 

experiences.     

All interviewees said that their kids had fun and enjoyed the AR part of the learning 

experiences. As reported by the interviewees, their children learned new things about road 

safety from some of the AR experiences, and some AR experiences simply reinforced what 

children already knew, depending on the child’s age and level of road safety knowledge.  

Interviewees reported that the experiences opened up a bit of conversation in the family and 

gave the children the opportunity to ask questions. The research participants said that some of 

the experiences were more fun and easier to use (for example, the road safety game) but some 

were a bit hard to understand or use. Five out of ten parents said that their children enjoyed 

the road safety game the most. The virtual city (AR portal) experience was a bit hard to 

understand for some users. This experience enabled kids to walk inside a virtual city, read the 

signs on the walls to learn about road safety, and had fun in a couple of ways. Some parents 

said that they needed more clear instructions to be able to try this experience. 

 

4. Discussion 

To our knowledge, this project is the first of its kind in Australia and around the world to use 

social media augmented reality effects for engaging parents and for educating children about 

road safety in a fun way. The figures and the results of the interviews show that social media 

augmented reality provides many opportunities for educating children both directly and 

indirectly, through their parents. Augmented reality helped us gamify and personalise 

learning experiences which are important factors for educating children. The campaigns were 

far-reaching (reaching 200,351 people and getting 719,296 impressions). The main type of 

engagement that we expect to happen with social media augmented reality campaigns is 

tapping on the ads to try the experiences. The results showed 3,218 clicks. When users tap on 

the ad to try augmented reality experiences, they are directed to another page, and they 

usually don’t get back to like the campaign or leave comments. Therefore, it seems that the 

number of likes and comments (as indicators of engagement) is decreased in augmented 

reality campaigns compared to other traditional types of social media campaigns.    

Some of the interviewees said that the experiences stimulated conversations between parents 

and children about safe road behaviours or other related tings they see in everyday life. Some 

parents said that their kids were keen to try the experiences again, and tried some of them a 

couple of times. As one of the parents was talking about the advantages of immersive and fun 
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learning experiences, she explained how augmented reality learning experiences kept his son 

with Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) engaged and interested in the topic 

and the experiences. She added that his son gets bored of things quickly, but because there 

were colours, words, music, and fun activities in these augmented reality experiences, he 

didn’t get bored of them and was keen to try them all. Five out of ten interviewees said that a 

very interesting thing in some of the immersive learning experiences for their kids was the 

possibility to play with their faces. We found mixed results about the AR portal. Some of the 

users found it hard to use and gave up quickly. But some of the users who were able to try it 

said their child really enjoyed the experience as there were different types of things 

happening in the virtual city and the phone was responding to their movements. Social media 

augmented reality experiences are shareable in nature. One of the interviewees said that she 

shared the learning experiences with her family and friends when she saw her child enjoyed 

them a lot.  

We partnered with some local organisations and retailers (for example, Kidsafe ACT and 

South.Point Tuggeranong Shopping centre) to develop the learning experiences and to 

expand the reach of the project, and this was very helpful. Partnering with organisations and 

people who already have a social media presence is useful for building an online community 

and influencing others to both join and further share the campaign. For example if the 

engagement of parents is one of the objectives, partnering with Facebook groups where there 

are a high volume of parents, would be very useful. For future similar projects, we 

recommend having an active, ongoing communications strategy to ensure a strong launch, 

maintain the promotion of the campaign, and drive traffic to the site if needed. This can be 

time and human resource-intensive as it may require ongoing content generation and 

interaction with users but helps get better results. We also used QR codes in different ways to 

expand the reach of the project and ran an augmented reality colouring competition. These 

activities helped us get better results out of this project, and therefore, we recommend using 

social media augmented reality learning experiences or awareness campaigns with other 

methods or activities for higher engagement and better results.  

We used different types of augmented reality learning experiences (AR portals, games, World 

AR, quizzes, and face effects) to provide a range of immersive and fun learning experiences. 

However, we were not able to publish one of the augmented reality experiences (the safest 

place to sit in the car) on Facebook and it was available only on Instagram. One of the 

techniques we used for creating this learning experience caused this. Out of seven augmented 

reality experiences, three of them were not approved by Spark AR platform for advertising 

purposes. We generated QR codes and used them in different ways (webpage, at the back of 

the colouring page, and on banners) to expand the reach of these effects. And it was very 

helpful that we covered most of the main subjects in more than one learning experience.    

Among four augmented reality effects that we used for advertising purposes, we found that 

“Treat the driveway like a road, not a play area” effect had the greatest reach. This effect was 

a world AR with a very popular social media audio effect that got a lot of attention. The next 
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one that had a significant reach was the augmented reality game where children used their 

heads (with a face effect on their faces) to control a character and collect doughnuts to get 

higher scores. The road safety subjects were taught to children using narration and some pre-

planned movements by the virtual character.       

Some of the interviewees reported that they needed more instructions to be able to use some 

of the learning experiences. Some types of augmented reality experiences, like world AR 

experiences or AR portals, are still new to some social media users. For social media 

augmented reality learning experiences, we suggest using simple and low-tech experiences. If 

more complex AR experiences are used for some particular educational purposes, we need to 

make sure we provide clear instructions for users. Although world AR experiences and AR 

portals are perfect for creating immersive experiences, if they are not provided properly, 

users may lose interest quickly or the complexity of the experiences may discourage users 

from trying other learning experiences. These types of experiences seem to be perfect for 

older children (aged 9 and above) who are more familiar with augmented reality experiences 

and can easily find out how new digital things work. 




